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The -dependent optical refractive and extinction coefficients n and k of
oxides thin layers (Sb

2
O

4
, SnO

2
, ZnO and WO

3
) have been determined from

experimental measurement of reflection R() and T() transmission ratios
within the Ultraviolet-Visible-Near-Infrared (UV/VIS/NIR) domain (300-
1800nm). This study allowed deducing å

1
() and å

2
() expressions.

Exploitation of results concerning their variations enabled estimating the
plasma pulse ù

p
, the relaxation time ô, the dielectric constant 

+
 and

susceptibility 
e
. Furthermore, opto-thermal and mechanical investigations

have been carried out and discussed relatively to the already established
optical and thermal characteristics. Comparison confirmed the recently
conjectured advantages of Sb

2
O

4
 in terms of both mechanical and electrical
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INTRODUCTION

Transparent conducting oxide (TCO) have been
recently investigated for their interesting optical,
mechanical and electrical performance[1-4]. The lastly
recorded[5-14] optical transparence (up to 80%) in the
visible domain, parallel to an good electrical
conductivity[15,16] led to numerous applications of these
materials in the new generation of opto-elecric
devices[17-19].

Among the transparent conducting oxide (TCO)
materials, indium oxide In

2
O

3 
has been widely used as

a high-conductive, physically stable and chemically inert
semi-conductor[20,21]. Thanks to its high transparency
in the visible domain[22-24], In

2
O

3
 has been preferentially

used in optoelectronic devices such as solar cells and
liquid crystal displays. Nevertheless, its abundance
decreased drastically (510 tons as reported by U.S.
Geological Survey 2008) with the last decades�
exploitation.

In this context, other relatively abundant metal-
oxides have been tested and proposed as alternatives
to In

2
O

3 
(TABLE 1[25])
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TABLE 1 : Elements abundance in earth

Elements Indium 
(In) 

Antimony 
(Sb) 

Tin 
(Sn) 

Zinc 
(Zn) 

Tungsten 
(W) 

Earth�s Crust 
Abundance (ppm) 

0.05 0.2 2,2 75 160,6 

This paper considers the fabrication and the
comparative characterization of some oxides: ZnO,
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SnO
2
 WO

3
 et Sb

2
O

4 
with perspectives for new related

doped TCO materials[26,27].
These oxides, which are meant to replace the presently

used In
2
O

3
, have wide bangaps (E

g
>3eV)[36-40], and have

been satisfactorily used as anti-reflection[28], anti-glare,
anti-static and conductive materials[29-36].

Commonly, these oxides could be synthesized using
several methods[35-44] like reactive evaporation, pulsed
laser deposition (PLD), electron beam evaporation
(EBE), chemical vapor deposition (CVD), sol-gel
coating, and chemical spray pyrolysis.

In this paper, a global approach to identify physical
constants of antimony (Sb), tin (Sn), zinc (Zn) and
tungsten (W) non-doped oxides, fabricated using a low-
cost spray pyrolysis setup, is used. Correlations
between optical, optothermal and mechanical
parameters have been proposed as guides for industrial
application.

EXPERIMENT

Oxides preparation

ZnO SnO
2
 and WO

3
 thin layers have been

prepared by the technique of chemical reactive technique
in liquid phase spray. The obtained layers� structural

and morphological properties, as well as synthesising
details, have been recently published[45-47]

However, due to toxicity of antimony in a wet
medium, antimony oxide thin layers were prepared by
thermal evaporation followed by 24-hours annealing
under air (not 2 hours as mentioned before[48]). The
films were deposited on 1 x 2 cm2 glass substrates. Sb
(99.98 % of purity) thin films were obtained by
evaporation in a HV chamber using a relatively low
pressure of the order of 10-4-10-5 Pa. Consecutively,
the as-obtained Sb

2
O

4 
films were annealed in air

atmosphere under temperatures varying between 400
°C and 550 °C.

Characterization techniques

The optical transmission and reflection measures has
been achieved by means of a spectrophotometer
(Shimadzu UV 3100S) dotted with an integrating sphere
(LISR 3200). The spectrophotometer consists of
double-beam monochromator with enough energy to
make several types of accurate measures in a wide

wave-length range (220-1800 nm). The morphological
investigation along with hardness measurements have
been performed in the MA2I Laboratory (ENIT,
Tunisia). The tests consisted of hitting the targeted face
of each sample by a common diamond-pyramidal-
indenter under a prefixed load. The obtained imprints
dimensions were subjected to geometrical standardized
analyzes yielding a scaled value: the Micro-Hardness
Vickers (Hv).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Optical properties

Optical refractive index n(ë) and extinction
coefficients k(ë)

Figures 1-a and 1-b show the optical transmission
T(ë) and reflection R(ë) spectra in the Ultraviolet Visible
Near Infrared (UV/VIS/NIR) domain.

Analysis of the obtained spectra and spectral lines
data revealed that the four investigated materials are
highly transparent in the Visible Near Infrared domain.

Figure 1 : R and T spectra of metal oxides thin films

(a)

(b)
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were calculated using Mueller numerical method of
resolution of nonlinear equation[49]. The calculated data
of these coefficients are plotted in Figure 2-a,b,c,d.

As expected, the oxides high optical transparency
(H�80%) is a direct consequence of their wide bandgap.

The refractive index n(ë) and the extinction k(ë)

Figure 2 : Refractive index n

regions. The ë-dependence behavior of the refractive
index n is in good agreement with results reported
previously on similar oxides[8,40,51]. The extinction
coefficient k spectra, presented in Figure 3, show an
obvious decrease versus wavelength except for ZnO
layer. This exception is probably due to the excess of
metal ions density.

In the same way, and for photons energies below
the bandgap (E <E

g
), the refractive index ë-dependency

can be modelled using Cauchy[52] expression:

2

B
A)(n


 (1)

Where A and B are constants.
Values of A and B, for each sample, along with other

relevant constants, are presented in TABLE 2.

Figure 3 : Extinction coefficient k

The refractive index value varies in the range from
1.8 to 5.8 whereas the extinction coefficient varies in
the domain [10-3, 10-1] for visible and near infrared
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Dielectric constants (), 

() 


() and e()

Using the n and k calculated values, the dielectric
constants 

1
() and 

2
() are deduced[53,54] according

to the relations:

 






















)(k)(n2)(

)(k)(n)(
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In the infrared region, where ùô<<1 and n2>>k2,


1
() and 

2
() can be expressed in terms of the

wavelength ë as[53]:
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where ô is the relaxation time and 
�
 is the high frequency

limit-value of the dielectric constant.
In the same line, the plasma frequency ù

p
 is given

by[54]:

*
e

22
2
p m

Ne4




 (4)

where : N is the charge carriers density and *
em  is the la

effective mass of the charge carrier.
The 2-dependent variation of 

1
() along with the

3-dependent variation of 
2
() are gathered in Figure

4-a,b and Figure 5-a,b

TABLE 2 : Values of A and B (Eq. 1) for each sample, along

with other relevant constants

Oxyde A B(nm2) E0(eV) Ed(eV) 0 (nm) S0(nm-2) Eg(eV) 

Sb2O4 1,616 339640,82 7.97 24.13 155.58 1,25.10-4 3.92 

SnO2 1,565 127137,65 6.94 14.41 178.67 65.04.10-4 3.60 

ZnO 1,708 232395,57 6.56 14.38 189.02 61.35.10-4 3.20 

WO3 1,749 271357,58 6.20 20.67 200.00 83.34.10-4 3.30 

Figure 4 : Dielectric constant 
1
 and 

2

(a) (b)

Figure 5 : Dielectric constant 
1
 and 

2

(a) (b)
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The -dependent expression of the dielectric
susceptibility 

e
 is deduced using the relation established

by Spitzer et al.[55]:














 e1

2*
e

2

e

4

m

Ne

(5)

Figure 6 shows the variations of 
e
 versus ë in the

spectral range 600-1400 nm.

The mono-oscillator mean strength S
0
 and the mean

wavelength ë
0
 have been defined through the relation:
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(7)

Values of E
0
, E

d
, S

0 
and ë

0
, for each sample, are

presented in TABLE 4. It has verified that the oscillator
energy Eo is an average empirical value which is the
double of the optical band gap, E

opt
, as obtained from

the Wemple-Didomenico model[59-64].

The values of 
�
 and ù

p
 deduced from Figure 5-a,

along with those of ô deduced from Figure 5-b are

presented in TABLE 3.

TABLE 3 : The values of the main parameters deduced from

Figure 5-a and Figure 5-b

Oxyde Eg(eV) ùp(1015s-1) ôop(10-14s)* å() 
N/m*1048 
g-1 cm-3 

-÷e* 

Sb2O4 3.92 1.024 3.55 6.0 2.177 0.4 

SnO2 3.6 1.12 0.329 3.84 1.663 0.1 

ZnO 3.2 1.158 0.103 4.719 2.185 0.13 

WO3 3.3 0.941 0.353 5.915 1.0808 0.18 

*The susceptibility values 
e
 investigated at the extremes

wavelength range
*The relaxation time values ô

op
 investigated at the extremes

wavelength range

Figure 6 : Electric susceptibility 
e

Finally, the studied samples refraction index
dispersion has been studied using Wemple-DiDomenico
model[56-64]. This dispersion is extremely relevant to
communication and spectral analysis devices design.
According to the model, the refractive index is linked
to the photon energy through the expression:

d0

22
0

2 EE

)hv(E

1n

1 



(6)

where E
0
 is the mono-oscillator energy and E

p
 is the

dispersion energy (which measures transition intensity).
Figure 7 shows the linear variations of (n2 - 1)-1

versus (hv)2 for the four samples. The values of E
0
 and

E
p
 were deduced, for each straight line, from the slope

and the offset.

Figure 7 : Wemple-DiDomenico model

Optical conductivity ()

The optical conductivity () expression is deduced
from the incident photons pulsation  through the
expression[65] of ():




 

0

)(i
)( (8)

TABLE 4 : Values of E
0
, E

d
, S

0 
and ë

0
,
 
for the four oxides.

Oxyde ódc(Ùcm)
-1 (0)op (Ùcm

-1) ôop(10-14s) 

Sb2O4 19784.57 1876 3.55 

SnO2 1400.64 474 0.329 

ZnO 576.14 941 0.103 

WO3 976.69 82.3 0.353 
*The optical conductivity values ó

0
 were investigated at the

extreme wavelength range
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The values of the optical conductivity 
dc

 in the low-
frequency region are compared to those given in the
recent literature[66]:

*
e

2

02dc m

Ne 
 (10)

The critical values of the optical conductivity are
presented in TABLE 5.

Using Eq. 2, it comes:






c2
)( 02 (9)

Figure 8 shows the variations of optical conductivity
(). It can be noticed that () and the wavelength
vary in an opposite way. This feature can be attributed,
for the four samples, to the high absorbance of the
excited electrons.

Figure 8 : Optical conductivity

TABLE 5: Values of the Amlouk-Boubaker opto-thermal
expansivity 

AB

Oxide ZnO SnO2 WO3 Sb2O4 

øAB (10?12 m3 s?1) 18.22 23.80 7.32 10.00 

Eg(eV) 3.2 3.6 3.3 3.92 

Hv(Kg mm-2) 1Hv=9.8MPa 232 368 754 775 

Mechanical properties

The Micro-Hardness Vickers (Hv) set of
measurements has been performed using a common
diamond-pyramidal-indenter under a prefixed load
(Figure 8). The obtained imprints dimensions have been
exploited for yielding the Micro-Hardness Vickers (Hv)
of each sample as a synthetic value. The obtained values
are gathered in Figure 9.

The differences noticed in Figure 10 can be explained
by the increase of the oxygen index, which is the highest
in Sb

2
O

4
. This latter oxide

 
relatively

 
high hardness could

also be attributed to presence of some lattice preferential
orientations induced by annealing, as evoked in
precedent sections. In fact, given that the Vickers tests
are based on the resistance to direct penetration, the
presence of c-axis oriented lattices (parallel to Vickers
diamond-pyramidal-indenter direction, or perpendicular
to the deposit plane) is favourable to increasing
hardness.

Figure 9 : Vickers hardness setup

Figure 10 : Vickers hardness measurements

Opto-thermal study

Determination of the effective absorptivity �  using
the BPES

The effective absorptivity � , has been defined in
precedent studies[67,68] as the mean normalized
absorbance weighted by 

5.1AM)
~

(I  , the solar standard
irradiance:











~
d)

~
(I

~
d)

~
()

~
(I

�

5.1AM

1

0

1

0
5.1AM

(11)

where 5.1AM)
~

(I   is the Reference Solar Spectral
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Irradiance, fitted using the Boubaker Polynomials
Expansion Scheme BPES [69-83]:
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(I , where 
n
 are the

Boubaker polynomials[73-83] B
4n

 minimal positive roots,


n
 are given coefficients, N

0 
is a given integer, )

~
(  is

the normalized absorbance spectrum and ~  is the
normalised wavelength:
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~
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(12)

The normalized absorbance spectrum )
~

(  is deduced

from the BPES by establishing a set of m experimental
measured values of the transmittance-reflectance vector
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  versus the normalized wavelength
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 . Then the system (13) is set:
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Where 
n
 are the 4n-Boubaker polynomials B

4n
 minimal

positive roots[74,77], N
0
 is a given integer and 

n
 and '

n

are coefficients determined through the Boubaker
Polynomials Expansion Scheme BPES.

The normalized absorbance spectrum )
~

(  is

deuced from the relation:

22

)
~

(T

)
~

(R1
ln2
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)
~

(R1
ln

d2
1
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where d is the layer thickness.
The obtained value of normalized absorbance

spectrum )
~

(  is a final guide to the determination of

the effective absorptivity �  through (Eq. 11).

Determination of Amlouk-Boubaker opto-thermal
expansivity AB

The Amlouk-Boubaker opto-thermal expansivity


AB
 is a thermo-physical parameter defined in

precedent studies[67-83], as a 3D expansion velocity of
the transmitted heat inside the material. It is expressed
in m3s-1, and calculated by:




�
D

AB (15)

where D is the thermal diffusivity and �  is the effective
absorptivity (§ 3.4.1.).

The values of the calculated values of the Amlouk-
Boubaker opto-thermal expansivity 

AB
, for the four

samples are gathered in TABLE 6.

TABLE 6 : Comparative hardness

Elements Zn Sn W Sb 

Hardness Scale Mohs: 2.5 Mohs: 1.5 Mohs: 7.5 Mohs: 3 

 Brinell: 412 MNm-2 Brinell: 51 MNm-2 Brinell: 2570 MNm-2 Brinell: 294 MNm-2 

   Vickers: 3430 MNm-2  

DISCUSSION AND PERSPECTIVES

The optical transmittance of the elaborated oxides
in the near infrared region, was of the order of 80 %
and the band gap energy had an average value around
3.9 eV, which is conform to values yielded by similar
techniques[84-88]. The refractive index, the dielectric
constant as well as the plasma frequency of these oxides
were also judged to be at close orders. Concerning the
relaxation time, a high value has been recorded in the
case of the antimony oxide Sb

2
O

4
.

Moreover, the mechanical and opto-thermal
investigations results were in good agreement with
both those deduced from the Wemple-Didomenico
model[59-64] and some recently published results[45-49].
The relatively high c-axis oriented directions of grains
of the samples with high oxygen indexes had indeed a
benefit effect on their optothermal properties via low


AB
 values.
Investigations led to spectacular conclusions

concerning the antimony oxide Sb
2
O

4
: in fact, this oxide

has the lowest value of the Amlouk-Boubaker opto-
thermal expansivity 

AB
, and the highest optical
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conductivity parallel to a low thermal diffusivity. It is
hence a promising transparent conducting material
provided that an appropriate doping treatment is applied.
The hardness performance of the oxides is also a
determinant factor since these materials are more and
more expected to ensure hardening glasses substrate
and impeaching plastic layers inflammation

CONCLUSION

Oxides thin layers: Sb
2
O

4
, SnO

2
, ZnO and WO

3

have been prepared using a low-cost protocol in air
atmosphere. Appropriate comparative analyses and
experimental measurement of reflection R() and T()
transmission ratios within the Ultraviolet-Visible-Near-
Infrared (UV/VIS/NIR) domain (300-1800nm) showed
that Sb

2
O

4
 had the maximal optical conductivity due to

its lowest extinction coefficient inside the visible domain.
Moreover, it has been unexpectedly noticed that the
microhardness of a given metal-oxide did not depend
on the hardness of the metal itself. Hardness variation
seemed to depend rather on the oxygen index (which is
the highest for Sb

2
O

4
)

In summary, and besides positive features attributed
to Sb

2
O

4
, the elaborated oxides have been

comparatively judges as suitable to be used as powerful
windows, and transparent conductor in many light-to-
heat converters.
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